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Objectives 
Primary objective
Outcome analysis pre and post 
implementation of SOP with regards to 
mortality, incidence of pneumothorax and 
other morbidity indicators 
Secondary objectives 
1. Descriptive demographics of patients 

including therapeutic practices
2. Trial a follow up service using a 

customized pre-validated parent 
questionnaire over telephone

Results 
                                                                                                                                      Major outcomes 

survival
death

pneumothorax
no pneumothorax

          p = 0.011                                                p = 0.007

Baseline demographics
• Antenatally diagnosed: 42/72= 58.3%
• Mean GA- 37.9 (IQR- 37, 39)
• Mean BW- 3045gm (2641, 3426gm)
• Mean discharge day- 20.7 (9,33)
• Mean ventilation days- 9.5 (2,16)
• Surgical repair- 53 (73.6%), of 19 who did not- none survived
• Mean day of surgery- 3.2 (2,4)
• ECMO referral - 8 ( 3 performed, 2 survived)
• Major dysmorphisms/ chromosomal anomalies- 10 ( 4 died)

Methodology 
Retrospective analysis of all patients with 
discharge diagnosis of CDH
Comparative analysis was done between 2 
defined epochs- 2007-2012(epoch 1) & 
201- present (epoch 2)  
Validated questionnaire
diagnosis used for phone survey

Regression analysis- pneumothorax significantly 
associated with mortality-p= 0.045 (CI- 1.05- 
53.03) when adjusted for covariates like “time of 
diagnosis”, “liver in thoracic cavity”, “Antenatal/
post natal diagnosis” & “Side of affection) 

Background 
 CDH Remains one of the most therapeutically challenging 
neonatal pathologies with post natal mortality rate of
30-50% in spite of advances  
Recent report from the Canadian Neonatal Research 
Network indicates better than predicted survival in 
centres that have developed a standardized approach to 
care.
Pneumothorax
critical complications with an incidence of 18-36% and has 
a significant association with mortality. 

Practise changes in Southampton NICU: 
1. Average admission of CDH- 7/year 
2. Increased mortality and incidence of pneumothorax 

before 2012.
3. Development of standardised guidelines for resuscitation 

and management of CDH in 2012
http://staffnet/TrustDocsMedia/DeptDivSpecific/DivC/
WomenNewborn/NeonatalUnit/NeonatalGuidelines/CDH-

(n= 23 responders)

• Asthmatic on inhalers-2
• On home O2- 3

• Delay in/unable to walk-3
• Delay in/unable to sit - 3

• NG/PEG feeds- 4

To conclude : Standardisation of practices has significantly 
reduced mortality & morbidity among CDH patients.  
Formal follow-up service is recommended  
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